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CLIMATE  

A. NCERT TEXTBOOK QUESTIONS Questions Within The Lesson Q.1. 

Q1) Find out why the houses in Rajasthan have thick walls and flat roofs. (Page 27)  
 
REVISION 

 

 let heat in 

 Collects rain water 

ANS.  
1. Houses in Rajasthan have thick walls and flat roofs 

as the thick walls  
2. do not allow the heat to get into the houses while  
3. the flat roofs help to retain the little water that 

comes as rain in the desert (water harvesting). 

  

Q.2. Find out why is it that the houses in the Tarai region and in Goa and Mangalore 
have sloping roofs. (Page 27)  
 REVISION 

 
Rainwater flows off 

ANS.  
The houses in Tarai region, Goa and Mangalore have sloping 
roofs  

1. so that the rainwater  
2. due to heavy rains in these area  
3. flow off the roof. 

  

Q.3. Why are houses in Assam built on stilts? (Page 27)  
 
REVISION 

 

danger of floods 
 

wild animals 

ANS.  
The houses are built on stilts in Assam as there is  

1. danger of floods and  
2. wild animals in large areas of Assam. 

  

Q.4. Why most of the world’s deserts are located in the western margins of continents 
in the subtropics? (Page 27)  
REVISION 

cold coastal water 
 

contribute to the creation of a desert 
 

along the adjoining shore. 

ANS.  
1. Sometimes the presence of cold coastal water can 

contribute to the creation of a desert along the 
adjoining shore.  

2. This occurs because cold ocean currents tend to 
stabilize the air over the coast and inhibit cloud 
formation. 
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stabilize the air over the coast 
inhibit cloud formation. 

 
Atacama Desert in Chile and the 

Namib Desert in Namibia. 

3.  Large western coastal deserts include the Atacama 
Desert in Chile and the Namib Desert in Namibia. 

 
LEARNING 
 PRESENCE OF (WHAT)  
cold coastal water  

 (WHAT THEY DO?)  
contribute to the creation of a desert  

 WHERE   
along the adjoining shore.  

 RESULT IS 
stabilize the air over the coast inhibit cloud formation. 

 PLACES 
Atacama Desert in Chile and the Namib Desert in Namibia. 

  

Q.2. Answer the following questions briefly. (i) What are the elements affecting the 
climate of India?  
REVISION 

 

 TAWHP 

 Temperature,  

 Atmospheric pressure,  

 Wind,  

 Humidity and  
 Precipitation. 

ANS.  
The elements affecting the climate are  
temperature,  
atmospheric pressure,  
wind,  
humidity and  
precipitation. 

(ii) Why does India have a monsoon type of climate?  
REVISION 

 

 a climatic region with  

  monsoon climate 
 Governed  monsoon winds. 

ANS.  
India is defined as  

1. a climatic region with monsoon climate.  
2. It is strongly governed by the monsoon winds. 

  

(iii) Which part of India experiences the highest diurnal range of temperature and why?  
REVISION 

 
 
 
 
 

ANS.  
1. The Thar Desert has a wide difference between day 

and night temperatures.  
2. There is no sea around to moderate the range of 

variation of temperatures during day and night. 
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The Thar Desert   

 wide difference   day and night 
temperatures.  

 no sea around  

to moderate    

the range of variation of 
temperatures  
 during day and night 

 
 
LEARNING 
 
The Thar Desert  wide difference between day and night 
temperatures.  

 
(WHY) no sea around  
(TO DO WHAT) to moderate the range of variation of 
temperatures  
(WHEN) during day and night 

  

(iv) Which winds account for rainfall along the Malabar Coast?  
 depressions  cyclones ANS.  

Malabar Coast gets rains from depressions and cyclones 

  

(v) What are jet streams and how do they affect the climate of India?  

SHORT Q.1. What are jetstreams? How do they affect the climate? 
(Important)  

 
 

REVISION 
JET STREAM - high velocity westerly winds 

- BLOWING THROUGH - a narrow zone - 

in the upper troposphere. 
 

2. Imp component  upper air circulation.  
3. Located - an altitude of above 12000 

metres. 
4. Speed - 110 km/hr in summer to about 

184 km/hr in winter 
5. most constant jetstreams - mid-

latitude and the subtropical jetstreams. 
6. Over India - south of the Himalayas, all 

through the year except summer. 
7. WESTERN CYCLONIC DISTURBANCE 

WHERE?? north and northwestern – 
winter months – brought by  
SUBTROPICAL WJ – Mediterranean 
region. 

ANS.  
1. Jet streams are high velocity westerly winds blowing 

through a narrow zone in the upper troposphere.  
 

2. Jetstreams are an important component of the upper 
air circulation.  

3. They are located at an altitude of above 12000 
metres.  

4. Their speed varies from 110 km/hr in summer to 
about 184 km/hr in winter.  

5. The most constant jetstreams identified are the mid-
latitude and the subtropical jetstreams.  

6. Over India, jetstreams blow south of the Himalayas, 
all through the year except summer. 

7. The western cyclonic disturbances are experienced in 
the north and northwestern parts of the country 
during winter months. They are brought in by the flow 
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8. Subtropical westerly jetstream 

moves WHERE?? north of the 
Himalayas  

WHEN ??? TROPICAL EASTERLY JETSTREAM 
- blows over Peninsular India, approximately 
over 14°N latitude. 
9. Tropical cyclones  - during the monsoons as 
well as in October November  - influenced by 
the tropical easterly jetstreams.  
 

10 Easterly flow   
brings WHAT ???  tropical cyclones  

FROM Bay of Bengal  
TO ->  the coastal regions of Orissa and 
Andhra Pradesh. 

 

 

of Subtropical westerly jetstream from the 
Mediterranean region.  

8. In summer when the subtropical westerly jetstream 
moves north of the Himalayas, an easterly jetstream, 
called the tropical easterly jetstream blows over 
Peninsular India, approximately over 14°N latitude. 

9. Tropical cyclones that occur during the monsoons as well 
as in October November are influenced by the tropical 
easterly jetstreams.  

10. The easterly flow brings tropical cyclones from the 
Bay of Bengal to the coastal regions of Orissa and Andhra 
Pradesh. 

 
 

  

(vi) Define monsoons. What do you understand by “break” in monsoon?  
REVISION 

 

seasonal reversal 
 

in the wind direction. 
 

 wet and dry spells 
 

rainy season. 
 

few days at a time. 
 

interspread with rainless intervals. 

ANS.  
1. Monsoon refers to the seasonal reversal in the wind 

direction. 
2. Monsoon ‘break’ refers to the happening of wet and 

dry spells during the rainy season.  
3. The monsoon rains take place only for a few days at a 

time.  
4. They are interspread with rainless intervals 

LEARNING 
WHAT IS MONSOON – it is the seasonal reversal  in the 
wind direction. 
WHAT IS MONSOON ‘BREAK’ – it is the happening of wet and 
dry spells   during the rainy season.  
WHEN IT TAKES PLACE - only for a few days at a time.  
TIME - They are interspread with rainless intervals 

  

 

(vii) Why is the monsoon considered a unifying bond?  
REVISION 
 

Monsoons 

 

ANS.  
1. (WHAT) Monsoons are uncertain but all the same they 

act as a unifying force  (WHERE) on the climatic 
unity of India.  
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uncertain 

 
unifying force 

 
on the climatic unity of India. 

 
July and August 

 
are wet 

 
all over the country. 

 
IMPORTANT CULTURAL EVENT 

P&M, F, P, L F&F 
 

POETRY AND MUSIC   

 
FESTIVALS –(Varsha Mangal) & songs   

 
PROSPERITY for Farmers. 

 
The Indian LANDSCAPE, ITS FAUNA AND FLORA, 

ITS AGRICULTURE.   

2. (WHICH MONTH) July and August are wet almost all 
over the country.  

3. In spite of their vagaries, the monsoons have a very 
important place in the cultural life of the people.  

4. There is so much poetry and music that centres round 
the rains.  

5. All over northern parts of India, there are festivals like 
Varsha Mangal and special songs for the seasons.  

6. For the farmers, the rains bring prosperity.  
7. The Indian landscape, its fauna and flora, its 

agriculture all revolve round the monsoon 
phenomenon.  

8. The arrival of rains is eagerly awaited. 

LEARNING 
What 

1. Monsoons uncertain  unifying force  
ON ???  on the climatic unity of India.  

2. Which PERIOD - July and August  (WHAT) are wet 
(WHERE) almost all over the country.  

3. IN SPITE OF (WHAT)  their vagaries, the monsoons 
have a very important place in the cultural life of the 
people.  

Why 
A) poetry and music that centres round the rains.  
B) festivals like Varsha Mangal and special songs for 

the seasons (NORTH INDIA).  
C) the rains bring prosperity for Farmers.  
D) The Indian landscape, its fauna and flora, its 

agriculture all revolve round the monsoon 
phenomenon.  

The arrival of rains is eagerly awaited. 

 

(i) Q.3. Why does rainfall decrease from east to the west in Northern India? 
(ii) LONG: Q.2. Why does the rainfall decrease from east to west in Northern India? 

Write a brief note explaining why. (Important) 

+   Give reasons as to why : 
(i) Seasonal reversal of wind direction takes place over the Indian subcontinent. 
 

NOTES:  
ANS.  

i. June onwards, there is continued low pressure over the NORTH-WEST region.  
ii. This attracts trade winds from the Indian Ocean.  
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iii. Winds are trapped by air circulation, loaded with abundant water vapours and blow at a very fast speed to 
NORTHEAST. 

iv. The hilly ranges of the NORTHEAST account for heavy rainfall in the region.  
Then 
(1) As these winds travel westwards the amount of moisture contained goes on depleting as the monsoon trough 
becomes weaker with the approach of winter months.  
(2) With the reversal in the direction of the surface winds, the monsoons withdraw from the Northern Plains.  

This why rainfall decrease from east to the west in Northern India OR Seasonal reversal of wind 
direction takes place over the Indian subcontinent   
 
 

 
 
REVISION 

June onwards 
 

continued low pressure 
 

Over the north-west region. 
 

(EFFECTS of LOW PRESSURE)  
 

 attracts trade winds 
 

(WHERE) 
Indian Ocean 

 

LEARNING 
 

1. WHEN - June onwards, WHAT - there is continued low 
pressure WHERE over the NORTH-WEST region.  

2. EFFECTS –  
i. This attracts trade winds  Indian Ocean.  

3.  
ii. WINDS  are trapped by  air circulation over 

India.  
iii. Winds  loaded  abundant water vapours. 
iv. Winds  blow  very fast speed (to NORTHEAST).  
v. Hilly ranges ( NORTHEAST )  heavy rainfall    

 
 
 
 
 
 
3. As these winds   travel westwards  (WHAT HAPPENS) 
(a)  the amount of moisture contained goes on depleting as the 
monsoon trough becomes weaker  (WHEN) with the approach 
of winter months.  
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(b) With the reversal in the direction of the surface winds, the 
monsoons withdraw from the Northern Plains.  

This why rainfall decrease from east to the west in 
Northern India OR Seasonal reversal of wind direction 
takes place over the Indian subcontinent     

GIVE REASONS 

(iii) The Tamil Nadu coast receives winter rainfall.  

REVISION 
 

Winter rains 

 
Tamil Nadu  
 

CAUSED by 
 

 north-east trade winds  
(also known as north-east monsoons). 

 
which blows in winter months.  

 

ANS.  
1. Winter rains in Tamil Nadu are caused by north-east 

trade winds (also known as north-east monsoons) 
which blow in winter months.  

2. That is the only part of India that gets rains during the 
winter months. 

LEARNING 
Winter rains  Tamil Nadu caused by north-east 
trade winds (also known as north-east monsoons) 
which blows in winter months.  

 
That is the only part of India that gets rains during the winter 
months. 

 
 

 

Winds

LOAD

(Abundant 
water 
vapor) 

BLOW

(at fast 
speed)

TRAVEL

(Westwards)

falls as

Heavy rainfall

(Hilly reagion)

are trapped 
(by air 

circulation)

Moisture 

Goes on depleting 

EAST to WEST 

WHY 

a) Trough becomes weaker 

(approaching of winter months) 

b) reversal in the direction of the 

wind. 
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(iv) The delta region of the eastern coast is frequently struck by cyclones.  
REVISION 

With the onset of winter season 
 

shift in low pressure conditions 
 

FROM the northwestern plains 
 

TO the Bay of Bengal 
 

MIDDLE OF NOVEMBER, 
 

This SHIFT results in the occurrence of 
cyclones. 
 

Deltas of Krishna and Kaveri rivers (and also 
Bangladesh) 

ANS.  
1. With the onset  winter season, there is a shift in 

low pressure conditions  from the northwestern 
plains to the Bay of Bengal.  

2. During the middle of November, this shift results in 
the occurrence of cyclones. 

3.  The deltas of Krishna and Kaveri rivers (and also 
Bangladesh) have to bear the fury of these cyclones 
year after year. 

LEARNING 
 

1. With the onset of winter season, there is a shift in low 
pressure conditions from the northwestern plains to 
the Bay of Bengal.  

2. During the middle of November, this shift results in the 
occurrence of cyclones. 

 The deltas of Krishna and Kaveri rivers (and also Bangladesh) 
have to bear the fury of these cyclones year after year. 

  

(v) Parts of Rajasthan, Gujarat and the leeward side of the Western Ghats are drought-
prone 

REVISION 
 

Rainfall in India 
 
 

influenced by 

 
location  relief features 

 
Areas 
 

direction of the monsoon winds 
 

receive more rainfall. 

 
The rainfall  decreasing from east to west 

 
Moisture content  depleting  

 
 

WHY (as the monsoon trough becomes 
weaker)   as they move westward 

ANS.  
1. Rainfall in India is influenced by location as well as 

relief features. 
2.  Areas situated in the direction of the monsoon winds 

receive more rainfall.  
3. The rainfall goes on decreasing from east to west.  
4. The moisture content of the monsoons goes on 

decreasing as they move westward as the monsoon 
trough becomes weaker.  

5. Areas situated in extreme west and devoid of hilly 
ranges that intercept the monsoon remain drought 
prone. 

LEARNING 
 

1) Rainfall in India  influenced by  location as well  
as relief features.  

2) Areas  direction of the monsoon winds  receive 
more rainfall.  

3) The rainfall  decreasing from east to west.  
1. The moisture content of the monsoons goes on 

depleting (as the monsoon trough becomes weaker)  
 as they move westward. 
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Areas - extreme west + devoid of hilly ranges  

 drought prone. 

2. Areas situated in extreme west and devoid of hilly 
ranges that intercept the monsoon remain drought 
prone. 

  

 

From this SECTION Onwards notes are in NEW Format 

 

Q.5. Describe the regional variations in the climatic conditions of India with the 

help of suitable examples.  
Learn this answer in 2 halves one Northern plain and then Peninsular 

Ans.  

RECAP NOTES 

 There are wide variations in climatic 
conditions over different parts of the 
country.  

NORTHERN   

1. dry winters. 1. Most parts of the country have dry 
winters.  

2. Coromandel coastal exception. 2. The Coromandel coastal areas are an 
exception.  

3. Winters severe north. 3. Winters are severe in the north.  

4. Temperature increases from 
north to south. 

4. The temperature increases from north to 
south.  

5. Northern Plains shiver with 10-
15C 
Chennai 25 degree C 

5. As the Northern Plains shiver with 10-15 
degrees Celsius temperature, Chennai 
has temperature around 25 degree 
Celsius.  

6. Higher slopes - snowfall. 6. Higher slopes of the Himalayas 
experience snowfall.  

7. Temperature variation 
minimal at places like Leh. 

7. Temperature variations (June-
December) are minimal at places like 
Leh.  

8. Northern Plains 
heat in the summers 
cold weather during the winter 
Example Delhi 

8. Places in the Northern Plains experience 
severe heat in the summers and extreme 
cold weather during the winter months. 
Example Delhi 
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PENINSULAR  

1) not have a well defined cold 
season. 

1. The peninsular region does not have a 
well defined cold season.  

2) Nearness to the sea ensures 
no wide variations 

2. Nearness to the sea ensures that there 
are no wide variations due to seasonal 
changes.  

3) Rainfall may go up to 1080 mm 
Khasi hills. 

3. Rainfall may go up to 1080 mm in the 
Khasi hills.  

4) Rajasthan + parts of Gujarat 
droughts. 

4. Rajasthan and parts of Gujarat remain 
prone to droughts.  

5) summer seasons 

48 C in the western parts of 
India. 

5. During the summer seasons 
temperatures go up to 48 oC in the 
western parts of India.  

6) May - loo. 6. May is the season of loo.  

7) hot and dry winds - intense 7. These hot and dry winds cause intense 
heat.  

 

 

 

Q.8. Give the characteristics and effects of the monsoon rainfall in India.  

Ans.  

CHARACTERISTICS 

RECAP NOTES 

monsoon rainfall 
not evenly distributed. 

1. The monsoon rainfall in India is not evenly 
distributed.  
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Rainy season - longer spell – 
eastern parts 

2. Rainy season has a longer spell in the 
eastern parts of the country.  

Northwest - barely two 
months rain 

3. The northwest gets rains for barely two 
months.  

South - rainy season is longer 4. The duration of the rainy season is longer in 
the south than in the north.  

Southwest monsoon - more 
water - Western Ghats - 
direction of the winds. 

5. The southwest monsoon pours more water 
over areas of Western Ghats that are 
situated in the direction of the winds.  

rainfall is heavy  
hilly regions - northeast 

6. The quantity of rainfall is heavy in the hilly 
regions of the north-east.  

Declining - winds move 
westwards. 
Patna - Allahabad 

7. It keeps declining as the winds move 
westwards. Patna gets more rain than 
Allahabad.  

Delhi - less rain than Kolkata. 8. Similarly, Delhi gets much less rain than 
Kolkata.  

EFFECTS  

Monsoons are not steady  1. Monsoons are not steady.    

rains are heavy – flood + 
damage 

2. When the rains are heavy, the rivers get 
flooded causing heavy damage in the plains 
year after year.  

dry spell - misery 3. A dry spell would cause as much misery as 
the river floods.  

arrival and departure of 
monsoons - UNCERTAIN 

4. The arrival and departure of monsoons is 
uncertain.  

 characteristics of 
monsoon 

 destabilizing effect - 
Indian economy 

 agricultural 

5. These characteristics of monsoon has a very 
destabilizing effect on Indian economy that 
continues to be predominantly (for the most 

part) agricultural and severely dependent on 
rain fed irrigation. 

 

 
 

Q.6. Discuss the mechanism of monsoons.  

Q.6. Write in brief about the mechanism of the monsoons. (Important) OR What 

is meant by the term 'monsoon'? Give the main characteristics of monsoons. 

(CBSE 2010) 
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ALMOST LIKE Q3 Why does rainfall decrease from east to the west in Northern 

India? REFER to MIND MAP - Text in BLUE is NEW and black is from Q3 

 

NOTES:  
ANS.  

1. The word ‘monsoon’ is derived from the Arabic word ‘mausim’ which means season. It is marked 
by complete reversal of wind system according to seasons. The summer period is marked by 
the south-west monsoons.  

2. June onwards, there is continued low pressure over the NORTH-WEST region.  
3. This attracts trade winds from the Indian Ocean.  
4. Winds are trapped by air circulation, loaded with abundant water vapours and blow at a very fast speed 

to NORTHEAST. 
5. The hilly ranges of the NORTHEAST account for heavy rainfall in the region.  

 

6. However the rain caused by south-west monsoon is not uniform.  
7. The areas of Western Ghats situated in the direction of the winds get more rainfall than the 

other side. The cyclonic depressions formed at the head of the Bay of Bengal cause uneven and 
uncertain distribution of rainfall.  

8. These depressions move towards the low pressure monsoon trough which is not steadily 
placed.  

9. For a variety of reasons, they move northwards or southwards. When the axis of the trough 
moves close to the Himalayas, there are heavy rains in the Himalayan regions.  

10. The plains get dry spells. With the approach of winter, the amount of moisture contained goes on 

depleting  i.e the monsoon trough becomes weaker as these winds travel westwards . 
11. With the reversal in the direction of the surface winds, the monsoons withdraw from the Northern 

Plains. 
12. Consequently the shift in the low pressure conditions from north-western plains to the Bay of Bengal 

causes cyclones and rains in the Coromandel Coast. 

 
 
REVISION 

June onwards 
 

continued low pressure 
 

Over the north-west region. 
 

(EFFECTS of LOW PRESSURE)  
 

 attracts trade winds 
 

 

LEARNING 
 

1. WHEN - June onwards, WHAT - there is continued low 
pressure WHERE over the NORTH-WEST region.  

2. EFFECTS –  
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(WHERE) 
Indian Ocean 

 
 

3. This attracts trade winds  Indian Ocean.  
 

- WINDS  are trapped by  air circulation over India.  
- Winds  loaded  abundant water vapours. 
- Winds  blow  very fast speed (to NORTHEAST).  
- Hilly ranges ( NORTHEAST )  heavy rainfall    

 
 

4. The rain caused by south-west monsoon is not uniform. 
5. The areas of Western Ghats situated in the direction of 

the winds get more rainfall than the other side.  
6. The cyclonic depressions formed at the head of the Bay of 

Bengal cause uneven and uncertain distribution of 
rainfall.  

7. These depressions move towards the low pressure 
monsoon trough i.e. northwards or southwards. When 
the axis of the trough moves close to the Himalayas, 
there are heavy rains in the Himalayan regions.  

8. The plains get dry spells. With the approach of winter, the 
amount of moisture contained goes on depleting  i.e the 
monsoon trough becomes weaker . 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. As these winds   travel westwards  (WHAT HAPPENS) 
(a)  the amount of moisture contained goes on depleting as the 
monsoon trough becomes weaker  (WHEN) with the approach of 
winter months.  
 
 
(b) With the reversal in the direction of the surface winds, the 
monsoons withdraw from the Northern Plains.  

This why rainfall decrease from east to the west in 
Northern India OR Seasonal reversal of wind direction 
takes place over the Indian subcontinent     

 

B. SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS (3 MARKS) 

Winds

LOAD

(Abundant 
water 
vapor) 

BLOW

(at fast 
speed)

TRAVEL

(Westwards)

falls as

Heavy rainfall

(Hilly reagion)

are trapped 
(by air 

circulation)

Rain not uniform 

Western Ghats get more rainfall 

Cyclonic Depression – Bay of Bengal 

Depression – move – low pressure 

monsoon  northward or 

southward 

Himalayas – heavy rain 

Plain – dry spell 
 

Moisture 

Goes on depleting 

EAST to WEST 

WHY 

a) Trough becomes weaker 

(approaching of winter months) 

b) reversal in the direction of the 

wind. 
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Q.15. Define the following winds:  
 

Ans.  

Kalbaisakh: Kalbaisakh are locally formed thunderstorms during the summer evenings 

in Assam and West Bengal and cause heavy rainfall with violent winds in the adjoining 

areas.  

 

Mango showers: The pre-monsoon showers occurring on the coastal regions of 

Kerela and Karnataka and beneficial to the ripening of mango fruit are called Mango 

showers. 

 

Q.2. What is the loo? How does it affect the weather of a place? (Important)  
Ans.  

RECAP NOTES 

 strong, gusty, hot, dry winds  

 April to June  

 over the north and 
northwestern India  

 summer - ‘loo’.  

1. The strong, gusty, hot, dry winds 
blowing from April to June during 
the day over the north and 
northwestern India during summer 
are known as ‘loo’.  

 afternoon  

 late in the evening.  

2. Loo usually occurs during the 
afternoon but sometimes it even 
continues until late in the evening.  

 Direct exposure -  fatal.  3. Direct exposure to these winds may 
even prove to be fatal.  

 dehydration and sunstroke.  

 May and June  

 dust storms  

 temporary relief  

 bring light rain and cool 
breeze. 

4. They cause acute dehydration and 
sunstroke. During May and June 
they sometimes bring duststorms 
which bring temporary relief as 
they lower the temperatures and 
may bring light rain and cool 
breeze. 

 

 

Q.3. Write a short note on the retreating monsoons. (Important)  

LONG Q.7. Write a brief account of the conditions and characteristics of the 

retreating monsoons. 
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Ans.  

RECAP NOTES 

 October-November 

 period of transition 

 hot rainy season to cold dry winter 
conditions. 

1. The months of October-November mark 
a period of transition from hot rainy 
season to cold dry winter conditions.  

 Period – known as Retreating 
Monsoon or Transition season  

 WHY ?? southwest monsoons 
weaken and withdraw or retreat 

2. This period is known as Retreating 
Monsoon or Transition season because 
the southwest monsoons weaken and 
withdraw or retreat from India.  

marked by  - clear skies and rise in 
temperature 

3. The retreat of monsoon is marked by 
clear skies and rise in temperature.  

days are warm, nights are cool and 
pleasant. 

4. While days are warm, nights are cool and 
pleasant.  

to high temperature and high 
humidity, weather becomes 
oppressive 

5. Owing to high temperature and high 
humidity, weather becomes oppressive.  

 October heat.  

 shift of low pressure centre  Bay 
of Bengal WHEN??  early 
November. 

 Cyclonic depressions   
originating (over the Andaman 
Sea)   move over the Eastern 
Coast. 

6. This phenomenon is known as ‘October 
heat’. With the shift of low pressure 
centre to the Bay of Bengal in early 
November, cyclonic depressions 
originating over the Andaman Sea move 
over the Eastern Coast.  

Coromandel coast receives bulk 7. The Coromandel coast receives bulk of 
its rainfall from the retreating monsoons.  

tropical cyclones cause  
1) heavy destruction and 
2) torrential rains 

Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh. 

8. These tropical cyclones cause heavy 
destruction and torrential rains in thickly 
populated deltaic regions of Tamil Nadu 
and Andhra Pradesh. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q.4. Describe with examples how altitude affects the climate of a place.  
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Ans.  

Altitude plays an important role in influencing the climate of a place.  

RECAP NOTES 

higher the altitude 
 less dense atmosphere 
 temp decreases 

1) As one goes up to higher altitudes away 
from the surface of the earth, the 
atmosphere becomes less dense and 
temperature decreases.  

Mussoorie, Darjeeling and 
Udagamandalam (Ooty) - cooler 
even during summer. 

2) As a result hill stations like Mussoorie, 
Darjeeling and Udagamandalam (Ooty) in 
the south are cooler even during summer.  

decrease in temperature + altitude 
effects - the pressure system 
 wind pattern +  precipitation. 

3) The decrease in temperature with altitude 
also has its effects upon the pressure 
system which in turn determines the wind 
pattern and hence precipitation.  

Drass, Srinagar and Shimla  
heavy snowfall  winter 
inflow of western disturbances to  
areas with sub-zero temperatures. 

4) Drass, Srinagar and Shimla, located on the 
higher slopes of the Himalayas, receive 
heavy snowfall during winter due to inflow 
of western disturbances to areas with sub-
zero temperatures.  

The lofty Himalayas  
high altitude  
barrier and protect India from bitterly 
cold winds of Central Asia during 
winter + 
confine the rainfall 

5) The lofty Himalayas, on account of their 
high altitude, stand as a barrier and protect 
India from bitterly cold winds of Central 
Asia during winter + They also confine the 
rainfall from the monsoons to the mainland 
of India. 

lower altitudes  coast like Mumbai, 
Chennai, Kolkata, have moderate 
climates 

6) Places at lower altitudes, mainly those 
along the coast like Mumbai, Chennai, 
Kolkata, have moderate climates. 

 

Q.5. Describe with examples how distance from the sea influences the 

climate of a place?  
Ans.  

RECAP NOTES 

sea exerts a moderating influence 1. The sea exerts a moderating influence on 
the climate of a place. 

Mumbai, Chennai, 
Thiruvanthapuram, Kolkata 
located   near the sea  
 equable climate or maritime 
climate  

2. Places like Mumbai, Chennai, 
Thiruvanthapuram, Kolkata located near 
the sea have equable climate or maritime 
climate with less difference between 
summer and winter temperatures. 
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 less difference between 
summer and winter temperatures 

distance from sea ses 
influence ses 

3. As the distance from the sea increases, its 
moderating influence decreases. 

Away from sea  continental 
temp 

4. Places away from the sea are said to have 
continental location.  

What is Continentality ? 
The degree to which the climate of a 

place is affected by a large land mass 

extreme weather conditions,  
very hot summer and very cold 
winter  

5. Continentality 
(The degree to which the climate of a 

place is affected by a large land mass)  is 
marked by extreme weather conditions, 
i.e., very hot summer and very cold 
winter.  

example, Delhi  
 interior of the country away 
from sea 
 extreme type of climate  

6. For example, Delhi located in the interior 
of the country at a distance from the sea 
experiences an extreme type of climate. 

 

Q.6. What form of precipitation does the upper part of the Himalayas 

receive and why?  
Ans.  

TEXT in Blue you have learnt before  

RECAP NOTES 

upper parts –  
high altitude - 6000 metres. 

The upper parts of the Himalayas have quite 
high altitude of around 6000 metres.  

higher the altitude 
 less dense atmosphere 
 temp decreases 

As one goes up to higher altitudes away from 
the surface of the earth, the atmosphere 
becomes less dense and temperature 
decreases.  

Precipitation takes place 
form of snowfall 
due to freezing temperatures 

Precipitation takes place in the form of 
snowfall in the upper parts of the Himalayas 
due to freezing temperatures. 

Example  
Drass located in Jammu and Kashmir 
records minus 45°C (–45°C) 

For example, Drass located in Jammu and 
Kashmir records minus 45°C (–45°C) 
temperature on a winter night.  

Precipitation 
form of snowfall. 

Hence, precipitation in this region is in the 
form of snowfall.  

Kashmir, Shimla and Manali in 
Himachal Pradesh and other hill 
stations - upper parts of Himalayas - 
snowfall -  winter due –  

Srinagar in the valley of Kashmir, Shimla and 
Manali in Himachal Pradesh and other hill 
stations in the upper parts of Himalayas 
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to inflow of western cyclonic 
disturbances from the west. 

receive snowfall in winter due to inflow of 
western cyclonic disturbances from the west. 

 

 

Q.7. Write a short note on the trade winds. What are the effects of trade 

winds on the climate of India?  

 
Please check this link to understand Coriolis effect 

http://education.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/coriolis-effect/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i2mec3vgeaI 

 

Coriolis Effect is the phenomenon that causes water and air on earth to 

curve as they travel across or above the Earth’s surface. 
Ans.  

RECAP NOTES 

- planetary winds 
- Sub-Tropical High Pressure Belts 
- Equatorial Low Pressure Belt or 

Doldrums = TRADE WINDS 

The planetary winds blowing from the Sub-
Tropical High Pressure Belts to the Equatorial 
Low Pressure Belt or Doldrums are termed as 
‘Trade Winds’. 

- the Laws of Deflection – CF 
- they blow as North-East Trade 

Winds in the Northern Hemisphere 
- South-East Trade Winds in the 

Southern Hemisphere. 

On account of the Laws of Deflection due to 
the Coriolis force, they blow as North-East 
Trade Winds in the Northern Hemisphere and 
as South-East Trade Winds in the Southern 
Hemisphere.  

trade winds - permanent and regular 
of all planetary winds. 

The trade winds are the most permanent and 
regular of all planetary winds.  

- blow with great force 
- constant direction 
- India – region- Northeasterly Trade 

Winds. 

They blow with great force in a constant 
direction. India lies in the region of 
Northeasterly Trade Winds.  

- originate and blow over land 
- TW carry very little moisture. 

As they originate and blow over land, the 
Northeasterly Trade Winds generally carry 
very little moisture.  

- they bring little or no rainfall 
- had trade winds been the only 

factor 
- India would have been an arid 

land. 

Therefore, they bring little or no rainfall. 
Hence, had trade winds been the only factor 
influencing India’s climate, India would have 
been an arid land.  
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- late summer 
- pressure condition 
- over Northern Plains intensifies. 

In late summer low pressure condition over 
Northern Plains intensifies.  

This attracts the trade winds of the 
Southern Hemisphere. 

This attracts the trade winds of the Southern 
Hemisphere.  

- The Southeast Trade Winds 
- originating over warm subtropical 

areas of southern oceans 
- cross the equator and blow in a 

southwesterly direction to India. 
 

The Southeast Trade Winds originating over 
warm subtropical areas of southern oceans 
cross the equator and blow in a southwesterly 
direction to India.  

- moisture laden and  
- bring rainfall  
- to India as southwest 
monsoon 

They are moisture laden and bring rainfall to 
India as southwest monsoon. 

 

 

Q.8. Discuss why Mawsynram receives the highest rainfall in the world? 

(Important)  
 

Ans.  

RECAP NOTES 

  

- Mawsynram – Meghalaya 
- southern ranges of the Khasi Hills. 

1. Mawsynram in Meghalaya is located on 
the southern ranges of the Khasi Hills.  

- ENCLOSED - by hills (Garo, Khasi 
and Jaintia   hills) on three sides 

2. This place is enclosed by hills (Garo, Khasi 
and Jaintia   hills) on three sides  

- funnel shaped 3. The relief feature give this place a funnel 
shaped location 

- rain bearing winds 
- winds from the Bay of Bengal 

branch 
- strike the Garo, Khasi and Jaintia   

hills, 
- trapped – funnel shape 

 

4. When the rain bearing winds from the Bay 
of Bengal branch of monsoons strike the 
Garo, Khasi and Jaintia   hills then trapped 
in these hills due to its funnel shape. 

- winds try to get out 
- rise again and again resulting 

in heavy rainfall. 

5. These winds try to get out of it so it is 
forced to rise again and again resulting in 
heavy rainfall. 
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Mawsynram receives the highest  
nine months of the year. 

6. Hence, Mawsynram receives the highest 
rainfall in the world. Rainfall occurs here 
for almost nine months of the year. 

 

 

Q.9. What is the Coriolis force? Describe briefly its effect on the climate of 

the world.  
Please check this link to understand Coriolis effect 

http://education.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/coriolis-effect/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i2mec3vgeaI 

Ans.  

RECAP NOTES 

- Phenomenon  
- causes water and air on earth 
- to curve  
- travel across or above the 

Earth’s surface. 

Coriolis Effect/force is the phenomenon that 
causes water and air on earth to curve as they 
travel across or above the Earth’s surface. 

- Coriolis force  responsible 
- direction of the winds   the 

right Northern Hemisphere 
- left -  Southern Hemisphere. 

The Coriolis force is responsible for deflecting 
the direction of the winds towards the right in 
the Northern Hemisphere and towards the left 
in the Southern Hemisphere. 

- ‘Ferrel’s Law’ This is also known as ‘Ferrel’s Law’.  

- trade winds - Sub-Tropical 
High Pressure belts -  
Equatorial Low Pressure belts 

- Become  
-  Northeast Trade Winds in 

the Northern Hemisphere and  
-  Southeast Trade Winds in 

Southern Hemisphere. 

Under the effect of Coriolis force the trade 
winds moving from Sub-Tropical High 
Pressure belts to Equatorial Low Pressure 
belts become Northeast Trade Winds in the 
Northern Hemisphere and Southeast Trade 
Winds in Southern Hemisphere.  

- they bring heavy rainfall 
- the east coast of continents 
- after passing over oceans. 

As a result, they bring heavy rainfall to the east 
coast of continents within tropics after passing 
over oceans.  

- Westerly winds  
- blowing from 
- Sub-Tropical High to 

Temperate Low Pressure belts 
- BECOME the South-

Westerlies in the Northern 
Hemisphere and the 

Westerly winds blowing from Sub-Tropical 
High to Temperate Low Pressure belts 
become the South-Westerlies in the Northern 
Hemisphere and the Northwesterlies in the 
Southern Hemispheres due to Coriolis force.  
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Northwesterlies in the 
Southern Hemisphers due to 
Coriolis force. 

- bring much precipitation to 
western coast  

- in Southern Hemisphere. 

They bring much precipitation to western 
coast of continents, mainly in Southern 
Hemisphere. 

-   

 

Q.10. Give reasons why the bulk of the rainfall is concentrated over a few 

months in India.  

(Important)  

LONG : Q.1. Write a brief note on the south-west monsoon and its influence on 

the climate of India. (Important)  

Q Why the entire climatic regime of India is dependent upon the south-

west monsoons. 
 

Ans.  

RECAP NOTES 

mausim’ 1. The word ‘monsoon’ is derived from 
the Arabic word ‘mausim’ which 
means season.  

complete reversal of wind system  2. It is marked by complete reversal of 
wind system according to seasons.  

summer period - south-west 
monsoons. 

3. The summer period is marked by the 
south-west monsoons.  

annual precipitation of India 4. The major part of the annual 
precipitation of India is due to the 
southwest monsoons.  

 The reasons behind concentration of rainfall 
over few months are as follows :  

HOW RAIN WAITER IS COLLECTED 
- early June 
- low pressure zone – North India – 

Intensifies 
- attracts the moisture laden 

Southwest monsoons 
- main source of rainfall  
- originate as southeast trade winds 

1. By early June the low pressure zone 
over northern India intensifies and 
attracts the moisture laden 
Southwest monsoons. These onshore 
winds are the main source of rainfall 
in India. As they originate as southeast 
trade winds over warm subtropical 
southern oceans they bring abundant 
moisture. 
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- over warm subtropical southern 
oceans 

they bring abundant moisture. 
 

advancing southwest monsoons 
strike  
peninsula in early June and by July 
duration of monsoon is between 100- 
120 days from early June to mid-
September. 
rainy season. 

2. The advancing southwest monsoons 
strike the southern part of the 
peninsula in early June and by July, it 
has its sway over entire India. The 
duration of monsoon is between 100- 
120 days from early June to mid-
September. Bulk of the rainfall of India 
is concentrated within these months. 
This period is known as rainy season.  

Arabian Sea branch and Bay of Bengal 
branch - bring heavy rainfall of over 
400 cm 
Even dry areas like Rajasthan and 
Gujarat receive some rain 

3. The Arabian Sea branch and Bay of 
Bengal branch of monsoon bring 
heavy rainfall of over 400 cm in West 
Coast areas and northeastern states. 
Even dry areas like Rajasthan and 
Gujarat receive some rain. 

  

 Long Answer : ADD 

- India has hot, wet tropical 
monsoon climate on account 
of it. 

- The south-west monsoon is 
pulsating in nature marked by 
wet spells followed by dry 
spells termed as ‘breaks’. 

- The south-west monsoons are 
uncertain and variable in 
nature. 

- dependent upon the south-
west monsoons. 
 

4. the Rainy Season. India has hot, wet 
tropical monsoon climate on account 
of it. The south-west monsoon is 
pulsating in nature marked by wet 
spells followed by dry spells termed 
as ‘breaks’. The south-west monsoons 
are uncertain and variable in nature. 
They may cause floods in some parts 
and droughts in other parts. The entire 
climatic regime of India is dependent 
upon the south-west monsoons. 

 

REVISE MAP AND STATISTICS FROM NOTES OF WEEBLY 
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Q.16. What is the difference between weather and climate ? What kind of a 

climate does India have and why? (CBSE 2010)  
 

Ans.  

1. Weather refers to the state of the atmosphere over an area at any point of time. 

2. Whereas climate refers to the sum total of weather conditions and variations over a 

large area for a long period of time.  

3. India has 'monsoon' type of climate. The climate of India is strongly influenced by 

monsoon winds. 

 

Q.18. What is ITCZ? What is its significance? (CBSE 2010)  

Ans.  

1. It is Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone.  

2. This is the equatorial trough normally positioned about 5°N of the equator, also 

known as the monsoon trough during the monsoon season. 

 

Q.21. Why do western Ghats receive more rainfall than the Eastern Ghats. 

Explain briefly. [2011 (T-2)]  
Ans.  

RECAP NOTES 

Relief higher 1. In terms of relief the western Ghats are much 
higher (900 – 1600 meter) in comparison to the 
Eastern Ghats (600 meter).  

WG –  
- continuous stretch of mountains 

+   
- lies in the direction of the wind 

2. The Western Ghats are continuous stretches of 
high mountains. Therefore, when the moisture 
ladden Arabian Sea branch of Southwest 
Monsoon first strikes the Western Ghats it 
brings heavy rainfall AS IT IS SITUATED IN THE 
DIRECTION OF THE WIND i.e. along the 
windward side of the Western Ghats. 

EG is not the same 3. In Eastern Ghats, rainbearing winds of 
Southwest Monsoon do not face such barrier 
and hence receive much lower amount of 
rainfall. 
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Q.22. What are western disturbances? How do they effect the climate of 

India? [2011 (T-2)]  
Ans.  

RECAP NOTES 

Phenomenon 
Westerly flow 
Mediterranean region 
 
 

1. The western cyclonic disturbances are 
weather phenomena of the winter months 
brought in by the westerly flow from the 
Mediterranean region.  

WB - fluence the weather 
conditions - North and 
Northwestern regions 

2. This phenomena usually influence the 
weather conditions of North and 
Northwestern regions of India.  

cyclones occur during October-
November 

3. Tropical cyclones occur during October-
November as a consequence of this 
western disturbances.  

characteristic feature of the cold 
weather 

4. A characteristic feature of the cold weather 
season over the northern plains is the 
inflow of cyclonic disturbances from the 
west and the Northwest.  

low pressure systems 5. These low pressure systems originate over 
the Mediterranean Sea and Western Asia 
and move into India along with the westerly 
flow.  

influence cause the much needed 
rainfall over the plains and 
snowfalls in the mountains. 

6. Under its influence cause the much needed 
rainfall over the plains and snowfalls in the 
mountains.  

What is Mahawat 
The total amount of winter rainfall, 
locally known as Mahawat, is small 

7. The total amount of winter rainfall, locally 
known as Mahawat, is small but they are of 
immense value for the cultivation of rabi 
crops. 

 

 

 Q.24. Define monsoon. Differentiate between 'Burst of the Monsoon' and 

'Break of the Monsoon. [2011 (T-2)]  
Ans.  

 

 

RECAP NOTES 

Meaning of monsoon 
Arabic 

1. The word 'monsoon' is derived from the 
Arabic word 'mausim' which means season. It 
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100-120 days is basically a seasonal rain bearing winds, 
lasting for 100 – 120 days from early June to 
mid-September.  

Arrival - se suddenly 
Continues constantly 
BURST OF MONSOON 

2. At the time of its arrival, the normal 
rainfall increases suddenly and continues 
constantly for several days. This is known as 
'burst of the monsoon'.  

pre-monsoon showers 
Late May 
KK 
Mango showers  

3. The phenomenon can be distinguished 
from the pre-monsoon showers. In late May 
pre-monsoon showers occur, especially in 
Karnataka and Kerala.  
They are known as mango showers as they help 
in the early ripening of mangoes. 
 

monsoon rains take place only for a few days 
rainless intervals 
BREAKS 

4. Another phenomenon associated with 
the monsoon is its tendency to have breaks in 
rainfall. The monsoon rains take place only for 
a few days at a time. They are followed with 
rainless intervals. These breaks in monsoon are 
related to the movement of the monsoon 
trough. 

 

 

 

 

LONG ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS (4 MARKS) 
 

Q.3. Distinguish between southwest monsoon and northeast monsoon. (CBSE 

2010) 
Ans. The monsoon type of climate is marked by complete reversal of wind system according 
to seasons. The points of difference between them are as follows : 

RECAP SOUTHWEST MONSOONS NORTHEAST MONSOONS 

1. Summer 
2. Winter 

The summer period is marked 
by the southwest monsoons  

while the winter period is marked by 
northeast monsoons. 

3. Blow - 
direction 

The southwest monsoons blow 
in a southwesterly direction to 
the mainland of India from 
June to September. 

While, the northwest monsoons blow 
in a northeasterly direction across India 
from mid-November to February.  
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4. Type of wind 
Influenced by 
Attracted by 
Defected 

 

The southwest monsoons are 
seasonal winds influenced by 
differential heating of land 
and water. The southeasterly 
trade winds are attracted by 
low pressure over northern 
India. They are deflected to 
southwest after crossing the 
equator due to the Coriolis 
force 

while the northeast monsoons are the 
northeasterly trade winds. 

5. Blow from The southwest monsoons are 
onshore winds as they blow 
from the Indian Ocean as 
Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal 
branches to land areas. Hence, 
they are moisture laden winds 
and bring heavy rainfal 

 While the northeast monsoons are 
offshore winds as they blow from land 
to sea. As a result they are mostly 
devoid of moisture.  

6. Major places 
affected 

The southwest monsoons are 
responsible for the bulk of the 
rainfall in India (75% to 90%). 
They make Mawsynram in 
Meghalaya the rainiest station 
in the world. 

During the northeast monsoons some 
rainfall is brought by occasional 
western disturbances in north India. 
The northeast monsoons provide some 
rainfall in eastern coastal plain of Tamil 
Nadu after passing over Bay of Bengal.  

7. Warm or cold The southwest monsoons are 
warm winds 

. While the northeast monsoons are 
cold winds. 

 

Q.4. Explain the major factors influencing climate in India.  
 

Ans. The important factors that influence the climate of India can be identified as follows :  

 

RECAP NOTES 

(a) Latitudinal Location. 

 Northern Hemisphere with the Tropic 
of Cancer (23°30′N) 

 Types of climate in north and south 

(a) Latitudinal Location. India lies in the Northern 
Hemisphere with the Tropic of Cancer (23°30′N) 
passing almost through the middle of India. Areas 
to its south have tropical type of climate, while 
areas to its north have characteristics of sub-
tropical climate.  

(b) Altitude and Relief Features. 

 Himalayas - average altitude of 
upto 6000 metres. 

(b) Altitude and Relief Features. The 
mountainous areas to the north of the Himalayas 
have average altitude of upto 6000 metres. 
Stations located here are cool even in summer and 
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 Cool in summer 

 Act as barrier – mild winters 

 Compact physical setting - the 
mountains in the north and 
Indian Ocean to the south 

receive snowfall during winter. The lofty 
Himalayas along the northern borders of India act 
as a mighty barrier protecting India from the cold 
winds from Central Asia in winter. As a result 
India experiences milder winters as compared to 
Central Asia. It also concentrates the monsoon 
rains within the mainland of India. The compact 
physical setting of India with the mountains in the 
north and Indian Ocean to the south of the 
peninsula, lends a broad common climatic 
framework to India.  

(c) Pressure and Winds. 

 monsoon winds dominate the 
climate of India 

 bulk of the rainfall - southwest 
monsoons 

 Upper air circulation and the 
position of jet streams – 
influence 

 tropical cyclones during 
retreating monsoon – bring 
rainfall 

(c) Pressure and Winds. The pressure and wind 
conditions over India are unique. They result in 
seasonal reversal of the wind system and 
monsoon winds dominate the climate of India. 
The bulk of the rainfall in the country is brought by 
the southwest monsoons. Upper air circulation 
and the position of jet streams in upper 
troposphere influence the monsoons. Western 
cyclonic disturbances in winter and tropical 
cyclones during retreating monsoon season bring 
rainfall and affect the climate.  

  

(d) Distance from the sea 

 coastal locations, e.g. Mumbai, 
Chennai, Kolkata, have maritime 
or equable climate. 

 interior of the country – extreme 
climate 

(d) Distance from the sea. Places at coastal 
locations, e.g. Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata, have 
maritime or equable climate due to the 
moderating influence of the sea. But places in the 
interior of the country, far from the sea, 
experience extreme climate due to continentality, 
e.g. Delhi. 

 

Q.5. Write briefly about the Arabian Sea branch of the monsoon. (Important)  
Ans.  

RECAP NOTES 

Indian Peninsula  
southwest advancing monsoons  ÷ 
two branches 
Arabian Sea branch - Bay of Bengal 
branch 

1. The Indian Peninsula divides the southwest 
advancing monsoons into two branches – 
the Arabian Sea branch and the Bay of 
Bengal branch.  

Arabian Sea branch of monsoons – 
APPROACHES 0 western coast 

2. The Arabian Sea branch of monsoons 
approaches the western coast of India from 
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the Arabian Sea in a southwesterly 
direction.  

Thiruvananthapuram 
1st of June. 

3. It arrives at Thiruvananthapuram on the 
1st of June.  

10th of June 
Mumbai 
Strike Western Ghats 

4. By 10th of June it reaches Mumbai. The 
onshore moisture laden winds strike the 
Western Ghats and provide heavy rainfall 
on its windward side.  

Mumbai in the windward side more 
rainfall 

5. As a result Mumbai in the windward side 
receives much more rainfall than Pune 
which is located on the leeward side of the 
Western Ghats.  

Deccan Plateau – less rainfall 
mid-June the Arabian Sea branch  
Saurashtra-Kuchchh + central part 

6. The Deccan Plateau lies in the rainshadow 
area and hence receives less rainfall. By 
mid-June the Arabian Sea branch of the 
monsoon arrives over Saurashtra-Kuchchh 
and the central part of the country.  

 western and northwestern parts of 
the country  

 the highlands,  

 the Aravalis 
Parallel  incoming Arabian Sea 
branch of monsoons. 
do not receive  

7. In the western and northwestern parts of 
the country, the highlands, the Aravalis, lie 
parallel to the direction of the incoming 
Arabian Sea branch of monsoons. Hence, 
these areas do not receive much rainfall 
because the rainbearing winds do not strike 
any barrier. 

the first week of July 
wUP PH eR 

 western Uttar Pradesh, Punjab,  

 Haryana and  

 eastern Rajasthan experience the 
monsoons. 

8. By the first week of July, western Uttar 
Pradesh, Punjab, Haryana and eastern 
Rajasthan experience the monsoons.  

Arabian Sea branch of monsoon 
MERGES 
Bay of Bengal branch 
OVER - the northwestern part of the 
Ganga plains 
Delhi - of the two branches 
 

9. The Arabian Sea branch of monsoons 
merges with the Bay of Bengal branch over 
the northwestern part of the Ganga plains. 
Delhi receives its rain from either of the two 
branches 

 

Q.8. Describe how the Himalayas affect the climate of India.  
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Ans.  

RECAP NOTES 

mighty barrier 1. The lofty Himalayas stand as a mighty 
barrier along the entire northern boundary 
of India.  

Influence climate 2. They have a profound influence on India’s 
climate.  

elevation of 6000 metres 3. The high mountains with an elevation of 
6000 metres act as an effective climatic 
divide.  

prevent - cold winds - Central Asia -  
entering India 

4. In winter they prevent the cold winds from 
Central Asia from entering India.  

milder winters 5. As a result, India experiences 
comparatively milder winters as compared 
to Central Asia.  

mountain wall - BLOCKS the monsoon 
winds -  preventing ESCAPE 

6. The mountain wall blocks the monsoon 
winds, preventing their escape out of 
India.  

concentrates rainfall 7. It concentrates rainfall from the monsoon 
winds within India.  

moisture laden monsoon winds strike the 
Himalayas – heavy rainfall 

8. When the moisture laden monsoon winds 
strike the Himalayas, heavy rainfall is 
caused in the foothills region.  

Northern Plains of India - Bay of Bengal 
branch 
eastern mountains deflect these winds 
over the Ganga Plains. 

9. The Northern Plains of India receive 
rainfall from the Bay of Bengal branch of 
monsoons because the eastern mountains 
deflect these winds over the Ganga Plains.  

subtopical areas 
tropical climate with hot, wet summer and 
mildly cold, dry winters 

10. The Himalayas are responsible for giving 
the subtopical areas in northern India a 
touch of the tropical climate with hot, wet 
summer and mildly cold, dry winters.  

Ladakh – cold desert 
Mawsynram – highest rainfall 

11. The alignment of the Himalayas also 
influences climate, So Ladakh on the 
leeward side of the Himalayas is a cold 
desert while Mawsynram on the southern 
ranges of Purvanchal receives the highest 
rainfall in the world. 

 

SHORT Q.7. Give an account of weather conditions and characteristics of the cold 

season.  
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Q.9. Give an account of the weather condition and characteristics of the cold 

season.  
 

Ans. The period between mid-November to February is the cold weather season in India. 

December and January are the coldest months in the northern part of India. The cold weather 

season is characterised by the following features :  

 

RECAP NOTES 

high pressure region develops 
northern part  
movement of the sun southwards 

(a) A high pressure region develops in the 
northern part of the country with the apparent 
movement of the sun southwards.  

  

northeast trade winds prevail 
blow from land to sea 
parts of the country it is a dry season 

(b) The northeast trade winds prevail over the 
country. As they blow from land to sea, for most 
parts of the country it is a dry season.  

  

Light winds move outwards 
high pressure area 
influence of relief, these winds blow from 
the west and northwest in the Ganga 
Valley. 

(c) Light winds move outwards from the high 
pressure area. Under the influence of relief, these 
winds blow from the west and northwest in the 
Ganga Valley.  

  

Days are warm and nights are cool 
clear sky, low temperature and low 
humidity 

(d) Days are warm and nights are cool during the 
season. Weather is marked by clear sky, low 
temperature and low humidity and feeble 
variable winds mainly in the north.  

  

Temperature is lower in the northern 
parts 
10° to 15°C. 
24° to 25°C, as in Chennai. 

(e) Temperature is lower in the northern parts, 
ranging between 10° to 15°C. Temperature is 
higher in southern India, between 24° to 25°C, as 
in Chennai.  

  

Frost - northern parts. (f) Frost is common in northern parts.  

  

higher slopes of the Himalayas, e.g. places 
like Srinagar, Leh and Shimla, - snowfall 

(g) The higher slopes of the Himalayas, e.g. places 
like Srinagar, Leh and Shimla, experience snowfall.  

  

western cyclonic disturbances – winter 
inflow from the west and northwest 

(h) The western cyclonic disturbances are 
characteristic weather phenomena of the winter 
months. Their inflow from the west and northwest 
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westerly flow from the Mediterranean 
Sea region. 
winter rains 

is brought in by the westerly flow from the 
Mediterranean Sea region. They cause the much 
needed winter rains over the plains and snowfall 
in the mountains in the northwestern India.  

  

peninsular region 
Rainfall occurs on Tamil Nadu coast 
during winter because the northeast 
winds blow from sea to land here. 

(i) The peninsular region does not have a well-
defined cold season due to moderating influence 
of the sea. Rainfall occurs on Tamil Nadu coast 
during winter because the northeast winds blow 
from sea to land here. 

 

Q.10. Give a brief account of the hot weather season in India. (Important)  
 

Ans. The period between April to June is the hot weather season or summer in India. The 

characteristic features of the hot weather season are as follows :  

RECAP NOTES 

global heat belt shifts northward (a) The global heat belt shifts northward due to 
the apparent northward movement of the sun. (  

 April to June of stations at different 
latitudes, 

 March temperature in Deccan is about 
38°C. 

 April, temperatures in Madhya 
Pradesh and Gujarat are around 42°C. 

 In May, temperature of 45°C is 
common in northwestern India 

 Peninsular India has moderate 
temperature 

b) The temperature recordings taken during April 
to June of stations at different latitudes, show the 
influence of the shifting of the heat belts. In March 
temperature in Deccan is about 38°C. In April, 
temperatures in Madhya Pradesh and Gujarat are 
around 42°C. In May, temperature of 45°C is 
common in northwestern India. Peninsular India 
has moderate temperature due to influence of 
sea. 

rising temperatures 
end of May, an elongated low pressure 
 
Thar desert in the northwest to Patna and 
Chhota Nagpur platean in the east.  

(c) The rising temperatures lead to fall in air 
pressure in the northern parts. Toward the end of 
May, an elongated low pressure area develops in 
the north extending from the Thar desert in the 
northwest to Patna and Chhota Nagpur platean in 
the east.  

Strong, gusty, hot, dry winds, locally 
called ‘loo’  
north and northwestern India. 

(d) Strong, gusty, hot, dry winds, locally called 
‘loo’ blow during the afternoon over north and 
northwestern India. They may continue till late 
evening.  

Duststorms -  May in Punjab, Haryana, 
Delhi, Eastern Rajasthan and Western 

(e) Duststorms are common during May in Punjab, 
Haryana, Delhi, Eastern Rajasthan and Western 
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they bring light rain and pleasant cool 
breeze 

Uttar Pradesh. Sometimes they bring light rain 
and pleasant cool breeze that provide temporary 
relief from the heat.  

High temperature  
violent, localised thunderstorms 
violent winds and torrential downpour, 
‘Kal Baisakhi’ or calamity of the month of 
Baisakh in West Bengal. 

(f) High temperature during the day causes 
violent, localised thunderstorms by the evening. 
These thunderstroms are associated with violent 
winds and torrential downpour, often 
accompanied with rain. They are known as ‘Kal 
Baisakhi’ or calamity of the month of Baisakh in 
West Bengal.  

pre-monsoon shower 
Karnataka and Kerala. 
Mango showers 

(g) In late May pre-monsoon showers occur, 
especially in Karnataka and Kerala. They are 
known as mango showers as they help in the early 
ripening of mangoes. 
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